A expansion to fourth-order for lattice Boltzmann methods is presented. This expansion provides an easy model for finding fourth-order corrections to lattice Boltzmann methods for various physical systems. The fourth-order terms can give rise to improved results over traditional second-order lattice Boltzmann implementations. Although, this manuscript solely deals with fourth-order expansions, this expansion is easily extended to arbitrary order. We present examples of how this expansion is utilized and provide basic analysis to show how the fourth-order methods differ from lower order models for both diffusive systems and phase separating systems.
Introduction
Since its initial development in the late 1980s, lattice Boltzmann methods have been growing as a powerful tool in computational physics. Originally introduced for simulating hydrodynamic systems [1] [2] [3] , the lattice Boltzmann methods have been an active area of research which consistently is being improved and finding new applications in other fields of physics, namely phase separation [4, 5] , electrostatics [6] , quantum mechanics [7] , diffusion [8] [9] [10] , and moisture transport through barrier coatings [11, 12] . As a consequence of the many developments in lattice Boltzmann methods, deeper analysis on the fun-damental methods have been required for better understanding as to how the method treats any given system [13] .
In order to show that a specific lattice Boltzmann model is simulating the desired equations of motion, the hydrodynamic limit of the lattice Boltzmann equation is studied. In principle, this arises from an expansion of arbitrary order.
In most implementations, an expansion up to second-order is sufficient. In certain computational situations, additional higher order terms can be utilized to better match the physical behavior of a system [14] . Cases such as this require higher-order expansions and analysis to develop these corrections to the method and to better match the physical system [14] [15] [16] .
This manuscript presents a moment independent expansion for examining the lattice Boltzmann equation in the fourth-order with the intention of easily finding the equations of motion which govern a specific system. In section 2, we introduce the lattice Boltzmann method. Section 3 shows the moment independent expansion of the lattice Boltzmann equation up to fourth-order and examines the hydrodynamic limit from which the terms of higher order for the method arise. Section 4 then shows applications of the proposed expansion to various simple one dimensional system. We re-derive results previously derived by Strand et al. [11] using this new moment independent expansion and reanalyze the way the hydrodynamic limit treats temporal derivatives in the diffusive case. We then present two separate derivations for fourth order phase separating systems. The first utilizes a chemical potential model and the second employs the traditional diffusive lattice Boltzmann moments with the addition of external forcing. We present comparisons between the new fourth-order methods and the second order method. Although, we only present results for fourth order methods, this expansion can be easily generalized to arbitrary order, which we present in an appendix.
The lattice Boltzmann method
The lattice Boltzmann equation is a discrete form of the Boltzmann equation which is discretized in both space and time. The equation takes the form
where Ω i is a specified collision operator, F i is a forcing term which allows for the inclusion of external conservative forces [17, 18] , v i is an element of a set of prescribed lattice velocities {v i } and i is indicates a specific element of the velocity set. In principle, lattice Boltzmann methods are sets of the discrete-velocity particle distribution functions f (x, v i , t). These distribution functions represent the density of particles moving with a discrete velocity {v i } at a position x and time t. The number of the distribution functions utilized in a LBM is equivalent to the number of elements of the set {v i }. In more practical language, the set {v i } is a set of vectors which connect the points of a lattice in various ways. The vectors in {v i } are used in tandem with the discrete-velocity particle distribution functions to determine the motion of the particles around the lattice. In principle, the collision operator Ω i should not change the conserved quantities of a system.
The distribution functions can be used to find the macroscopic quantities of a system through weighted sums known as velocity moments of f i (x, t). For example, hydrodynamic systems have macroscopic quantities density, ρ(x, t), and momentum, ρ(x, t)u(x, t), where u is the macroscopic flow velocity, to
It is noted that the density in Eqn. (2) is a scalar and the momentum in Eqn. (3) is a vector. In the current manuscript, we are concerned with the most general representations. For this reason, we will rename these moments to moment independent scalars and vectors in the form
Later, when we introduce higher order moments, we will extend these methods to higher ranked tensors.
The collision operator Ω i will not modify the conserved quantities of a system. This is represented by using discrete-velocity moments of the collision operator defined by
for a system which conserves both mass and momentum. The collision operator can take many different forms. It is common that a multi-relaxation time (MRT) collision operator is employed. The MRT collision operator uses particle collisions to relax the distribution functions f i to a local equilibrium distribution f 0 i with a characteristic relaxation time τ i . The index i refers to the relaxation time of a specific mode. The MRT operator takes the form.
where Λ ij is a collision matrix with eigenvalues given by the relaxation times [19, 20] .
There is a special case of the collision operator in which all of the relaxation times are equal [21] . This is equivalent to writing a diagonal collision matrix such that
Using this special diagonal collision matrix with equivalent relaxation times gives a simplified form of the MRT collision operator which is written
This form of the collision operator is called the Bhatnagar, Gross, and Krook (BGK) collision operator. The equilibrium distribution is inherently a function of the macroscopic properties of the system. A discretized second order expansion of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is commonly employed, but for the sake of the required generality, we will not require any specific definitions for the equilibrium distribution.
General fourth-order expansion of the lattice Boltzmann method
The equations of motion for any given system can be derived to arbitrary are left with a PDE in terms of the distribution functions f i in the form
where we have used the BGK collision operator with an additional forcing term.
The inclusion of the Greek indices indicate the Einstein summation convention.
However, we desire a partial differential equation for f 0 i for equilibrium behavior. In order to do this, we can rewrite Eqn. (12) such that
With this form for f i , we can iteratively substitute Eqn. (13) into Eqn. (12) .
This process will then allow us to find a PDE for the equilibrium behavior.
After repeating this iterative process and rearranging terms [22] , we arrive at fourth-order partial differential equation for the equilibrium distribution and forcing terms in the form
We will now employ moments of the equilibrium distributions to derive general equations of motion in the hydrodynamic limit.
In Eqns. (4-5), we presented the moments of the discrete-velocity particle distribution functions which would reproduce the macroscopic properties of the system in terms of general scalars and vectors. Since we have derived a partial differential equation of motion for the equilibrium distribution, we can now extend these macroscopic moments for the f i distribution functions to the f 0 i distribution functions. The number of moments required must be equal to the degree of order of our PDE for f 0 i plus one. This is due to the fact that for a PDE of arbitrary order, we have a term which is written as (
n , where there will be one term which has n powers of v i . For the case of Eqn. (14) we need five moments since this equation is written up to fourth order. Since we can derive this PDE to arbitrary order, this requirement will hold to any order.
In the fourth-order expansion we derived, we define the moments
The zeroth order and first order moment produce a scalar and vector respectively as we had seen previously in the moments of the distribution functions. The additional second through fourth moments each give a tensor of rank which is equivalent to the number of velocities in each sum. These general tensors are then inserted into Eqn. (14) when we sum over all i in the hydrodynamic limit.
In Eqn. (14), we also have a dependence on the forcing terms F i . These forcing terms also require their own distinct moments, but will have the same tensor ranking as seen in the moments for the equilibrium distribution. We define the moments to be
With the moments from both the equilibrium distribution and the forcing terms, we can then take the hydrodynamic limit of Eqn. (14) by summing over all i.
Now summing over all i in {v i } in Eqn. (14) will then give a form for a moment independent fourth-order equation of motion in the defined tensor notation. After much rearranging, we are left with
where λ m (τ ) is a set of polynomials in τ such that
This equation is a moment independent fourth-order equation of motion with the inclusion of general forcing term. To tailor this to a specific system, all that is needed is to define each of the tensors in a form which satisfies the system.
In the following section, we will show examples of how this is employed. It is important to note that the expansion presented in Eqn. (25) will not recover the equations of motion for all conserved quantities. For a diffusive system which conserves mass, but not momentum, this single equation would be sufficient.
However, if we want to model a hydrodynamic system, we would need equations of motion for both mass and momentum. In order to get the momentum equation of motion, all that is needed is to multiply both sides of Eqn. (14) by an additional v iα term and the sum can be performed as shown previously. In a momentum conserving system, the additional equation of motion would require an additional moment for both the equilibrium distribution and the forcing terms. These additional moments would introduce another tensor which is of fifth-rank. This same process can be performed for up to an arbitrary number of conserved macroscopic quantities following the same prescription. For the sake of space, additional details of the previous derivations and extending to n th order are covered in appendix Appendix A.
Employing the moment independent expansion to diffusive and phase separating systems
In order to show the usage and validity of the expansion provided in Eqn.
(25), we utilize moment definitions designed to model the diffusion equation
and Cahn-Hilliard equation. For simplicity, we will present a D1Q3 lattice Boltzmann model for each system. The D1Q3 representation simulates motion of particles in one spatial dimension with a set of three velocities such that
The vectors in the set from Eqn. (30) mean that the particles are restricted to a rest state and motion in to the neighboring lattice space to the left and right.
For brevity, both methods being presented lack the external forcing terms. To add forcing terms, one must simply define the tensors in Eqns. (20-24).
Diffusion equation
To model a diffusion equation using lattice Boltzmann methods in the absence of external conservative forces, we define the tensors from Eqns. (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) as
The forcing definitions for Eqns. (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) are all set to zero. Using these definitions, we can re-derive the results from previous work by Strand et al. [11] .
These moments can then be inserted into Eqn. (25). There are many terms which inherently vanish. With some rearranging, we arrive at a fourth-order diffusion equation in the form
Since we are utilizing a single spatial dimension, we simplified the partial differential notation in terms of ∇. This gives a valid form for fourth-order corrections in the diffusive lattice Boltzmann method with a correction term
To reach these results, the previous work made the assumption that the diffusion equation itself could be used to relate first and second order temporal derivatives to second and fourth order spatial derivatives respectively such that (31-35), we have
This is not a diffusion equation, but it has a similar form to the Telegrapher's equation. In the previous analysis in [11] , Eqns. (38-39) were used to give a diffusion equation which takes the form
where D is the diffusion coefficient and α is the fourth-order correction poly- 
Phase separating systems
Another example which we have employed is analyzing phase separation as 
Chemical potential method
Lattice Boltzmann methods can also be used to model systems governed by the Cahn-Hilliard equation to study phase separation [23] . For such systems, we define Eqns. (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) such that
Once again, we set the definitions for the forcing moments to be equal to zero.
Inserting these moments into Eqn. (25) will allow us to define a fourth order
Cahn-Hilliard equation in the form
It is important to note that we have used similar substitutions to relate the higher order temporal derivatives to spatial derivatives as in Eqns. (38-39).
The correction term which arises for these moments is then defined as
In this case, the correction terms is only a function of τ where the correction term in Eqn. (37) is a function of both τ and θ. This arises from the simple fact that θ is absent from the moments defined for Cahn-Hilliard systems. The moment for the diffusive systems have the lattice temperature θ inherently included.
To justify the chemical potential method for a Cahn-Hilliard system, we introduce a simple system with two domains that each contain distinct temperatures, θ 1 and θ 2 . With these temperature domains, we introduce a simple free energy which takes the form where θ 1,2 refers to the temperature of a specific domain. The chemical potential follows by the thermodynamic relation
To relate θ 1 and θ 2 , we make the ansatz that
where ρ 1 and ρ 2 are initial densities for the corresponding domains. With this, we can solve for θ 2 in terms of θ 1 and the initial densities such that
With this system, we can employ the lattice Boltzmann model from previously in the section. 
These results have a value of M = 0.5. We see very good agreement between the theoretical predictions and simulations for density and chemical potential. 
Forcing method
Here we present an identical system as presented in the previous section with the free energy and chemical potential represented by Eqns. (49 -50) respectively. However, in this case we employ a forcing method as opposed to the chemical potential method previously presented. We choose the same equilibrium moments defined in Eqns. (31-35), but also define forcing moments from Eqns. (20 -24) such that
Substituting these definitions into Eqn. (25) and simplifying gives a fourth order forced diffusion equation which takes the form
where we have dropped the Greek indices on Ψ αβ since we are using a one dimensional model. We have also defined
It is to be noted that we have once again used the substitution for the temporal derivatives presented in Eqns. 1971. In equilibrium, we see a very small difference between the chemical potentials where we would expect them to be a constant value at equilibrium. However, this difference is small enough that it can be neglected. The discrepancy at the interface could possibly be resolved by adding additional orders to the method.
that the chemical potentials are not exactly constant across both domains which we would expect in equilibrium. However, the difference between the domains is very small and this difference could be neglected. Analysis on further improving this method is planned.
Conclusions
In this manuscript, we have proposed a moment independent expansion for examining the lattice Boltzmann method to the fourth-order. This has been done by taking an expansion of the lattice Boltzmann equation up to fourth order and taking its hydrodynamic limit. In the hydrodynamic limit, we have been able to show how to apply specific velocity moments to the expansion to find the fourth-order equations of motion and also define correction terms to the method. We then applied this moment independent method to various different systems and verified the fourth order method against a traditional second order method. First, we re-derived results previously derived for a diffusive system using this new moment independent expansion. This method utilizes a substitution for replacing temporal derivatives with spatial derivatives was discussed in This simple and concise form is valid for systems with a single conserved quantity, but this can be generalized further to account for systems which require more than one conserved quantity. In general, to acquire the equations of motion for additional conserved quantities, we multiply Eqn. (14) by powers of v iα which correspond to the moments in Eqns. (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . We can define a product over these velocities in the form η c = 
